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Abstract-

T

here is clear evidence from the literature review that lot of research has happened in the area of sentiment
analysis. However, all these research studies were pertaining to text type. Very few works has combined text
along with basic emoticons. These emoticons are generated with the help of special symbols in keyboard and
they help to classify the reviews faster. A picture is worth thousand words in this context smiley based reviews help to
understand the context better and with ease. Hence in this paper reviews of a specific movie are analyzed by several
steps of opinion mining such as data cleaning, data integration, data selection, data transformation etc. The opinions
(reviews) are considered to be a mixture of text and a smiley’s. The set of opinions are gathered and integrated for
analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
People are habitual and inquisitive to know what others feel or what other opinion on something is before
making a decision by themselves. With the availability and popularity of opinion-rich resources such as online review
sites and personal blogs too, new opportunities and challenges arise as people can, and do actively use information
technologies to seek out and understand the opinion of others. The abrupt eruption of an activity in the area of sentiment
analysis, which deals with the computational treatment of an opinion, sentiment and subjectivity in text, has thus
occurred at least in part as a direct response to the delve of an interest in the new systems that deals directly with an
opinion as first class object.
To help out audience in making decision towards the subject, it is necessary to understand the reviews on a
particular subject based on the keywords in the reviews.
The thesis focuses on analyzing the rating for a movie automatically without detecting Aspect Keyword. To
analyze the review, text mining and Sentiment Analysis approach is used. The purpose of Text Mining is to process
unstructured information (textual), exact meaningful indices from the text and thus make the information contained in the
text accessible to the various data mining (statistical and machine learning) algorithms. And in the work reviews are
considered not only as text but along with smileys. Sentiment Analysis refers to the use of “beyond polarity” Sentiment
classification looks, for instance at emotional states such as “good”, “poor” and “satisfied”. The algorithm proposed for
this work is Naïve-Bayes classification.
In the work, keywords are manually considered from AFFIN List; is a list of English words rated for valence
with an integer between minus five (negative) to plus five (positive). The words have been manually labeled by Finn
Årup Nielsen in 2009-2011. The file is tab-separated. There are two versions: AFINN-111: Newest version with 2477
words and phrases. AFINN-96: 1468 unique words and phrases on 1480 lines. The Naïve-Bayes algorithm detects the
affinity values for each keyword defined in AFFIN List which is ranging from -5 to +5. The values for entire keywords
are summed up to acquire the rating for movie. As the rating for the product is obtained, a tagline along with smiley is
given which describes the movie is satisfying the audience or not which clears the audience confusion before watching a
particular movie.
The dataset for the thesis is collected from Review Entertainer (www.reviewentertainer.com). The dataset is a
collection of data related to movies of various languages. Any audience will have a benchmark or expectation before
watching a movie. So before making a decision about a movie audience will consider various parameters about a movie
such as direction, music, story, screenplay and action etc. Hence based these factors users or critics write their reviews
for a movie. Theses reviews are processed to give the exact rating for a movie using the proposed algorithm.
II. RELATED WORK
Historically, sentiment analysis has been concerned with assigning a binary classification to sentences or entire
documents that represents the polarity (i.e., the orientation) of the writer towards the discussed contents [12, 13].
Nevertheless, the overall polarity gives no indication about which aspects the opinions refer to. For this reason, in 2004
Hu and Liu [14] introduced the more interesting problem of aspect- based sentiment analysis, where polarity is not
assigned to sentences or documents, but to single aspects discussed in them. In their approach, given a large number of
reviews for a specific product, they first attempt to identify.
Qiu et al. [15] continued to pursue the idea that opinion words can be used to detect product aspects and vice
versa, focusing on single reviews. In their approach, a seed set of opinion words is combined with syntactic
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dependencies to identify product aspects and new opinion words. To detect the polarity of the newly identified opinion
words, they consider the given polarities of the seed words and make the assumption that opinion words expressing a
sentiment towards the same aspect in the same review share the same polarity. While Qiu et al. use syntactic
dependencies solely to capture word sequences that contain aspects or opinion words already observed, our approach
uses dependency paths to detect new product aspects, with the potential advantage of achieving higher coverage.
A different line of work on aspect-based sentiment analysis is based on topic models. Brody and Elhadad [16]
have tried to use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [17] to extract topics as product aspects. To determine the polarity
towards each topic/aspect, they start from a set of seed opinion words and propagate their polarities to other adjectives
by using a label propagation algorithm. Instead of treating aspect detection and sentiment classification as two separate
problems, Lin and He [18] and Jo and Oh [19] directly integrate the sentiment classification in the LDA model, so
that it natively captures the sentiment towards the topic/aspect.
In this research, we study the problem of generating feature-based summaries of audience reviews of the
movies. Here, features broadly mean product features (or attributes) and emotions associated with a particular movie.
Given a set of audience reviews of a particular movie, the task involves three subtasks: (1) identifying features of the
product that audience have expressed their opinions on (called movie comments); (2) for each feature, identifying review
sentences that give positive, negative or neutral opinions; and (3) producing a summary using the discovered information
[6].
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the era of Web 2.0, more and more people express their opinions on all kinds of entities, including products
and services, which in turn help not only customers make informed decisions but also merchants improve their services.
A main challenge in SA is attaining exact rating for a gven subject while user is provided with an interface to rate (not
review) corresponding subject. Say for example user is given interface of both rate and review. Here in this case he or
she may rate a review they wish but there are some chances that user could enter negative review and rate the product
with high scale; inturn will affect the overall rating to wrong.
Same case can be observed in Windows Mobile Appliction Store for rating „Ringtone Maker‟ application as
shown in Fig 3.1.

Fig 3.1 Invalid review and rating of Ringtone Maker App – Picture from Windows store on 11-May-2016
In the above figure user has rated with almost high scale by giving negative comment. Since user rated with
high magnitude the commet is highlighted as „Good one‟. And also affected overall rating of that application.
IV. OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY
4.1 Objective
The objective of the work is to automatically analyzing the rating a movie. The dataset considered is a
collection of data related to movies. When audience comes online to check for rating for a movie various parameters he
or she would consider which are direction, screenplay, actor performance etc. Based on these parameters users or critics
write their reviews for the product. These reviews are processed to give the exact rating for a movie using the proposed
algorithm Naïve Bayes Classification. For the dataset containing data related movie reviews the each keyword is
refereed with AFFIN List to get the equivalent polarities of keywords.
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4.2 Methodology
A sentiment orientation is carried out on dataset of various language movie reviews taken from
reviewentertainer.com and data is cleaned and transformed into favorable conditions of system. A challenge in the work
is when the huge number of reviews for a particular movie like is given the system has to split each keyword on
transformed data. To solve this challenge, Naïve Bayes Classifier Algorithm for Smiley Based Opinion model is
proposed in order to discover the values for each keyword and the total rank for the entire review. Thus, our overall
approach consists of two stages, which we will further discuss in detail.
4.2.1 Naïve Bayes Algorithm for Smiley Based Reviews
In the initial phase input reviews {d} and the review considered is subdivided into subsets, X. Matching
keywords are found in the AFFIN List, then the polarity values of keywords are rendered through AFFIN List and stored
in count variable. This process is looped till the last review is encountered. While looping, each sentence is oriented as
any of these four categories which are Very Negative, Negative, Positive or Very Positive. On finding the maximum
among counter variables of each category the sentence is oriented the Summing up all these word values gives rating for
that particular aspect word. This flow is repeated for all the aspect keywords and the rating for the overall review is
generated.
4.2.3 Algorithm
Input: A review {𝑑}, Set of aspect keywords for a movie {𝑇1, 𝑇2, …},
Output: Factors (+,-,|) for loaded reviews in percentage along with overall rating of loaded reviews. AffinList V,
selection threshold p and iteration step limit I.
Step 1: Review 𝑑 divided into subsets, 𝑋 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2... 𝑥𝑀};
Step 2: Match the keywords in each subset of X and sum up each score of word retrieved from AFFIN List (-5 to +5);
Step 3: Calculate number of matches from -5 to +5 of each keyword for at least p review (Very Negative to Very
Positive).
Step 4: Find out mVal = max (VN, N, P, VP)
Step 5: +: VP ≥ mVal ≥ P;
-: VN ≥ mVal ≥ N;
|: (VN+N+P+VP) ==0
Step 6: Orient each review as in Step 5 and hold count C for each factors i.e.., +, -, |
Step 7: Output the C (in %) for +, - and | and Reduce + in scale of 10 to get overall rating using the below formula.

Where +c Positive Count for n number of reviews loaded
-c Negative Count for n number of reviews loaded and
|c Neutral Count for n number of reviews loaded.
4.2.4 The Process
Specially, the basic workflow of the proposed Naïve Bayes Classifier for Smiley based Opinions is follows: The
review {d} based on the movie review User can input n number of reviews to load from the dataset. From the reviews
{d} obtained; also the smiley‟s are converted to Unicode and these Unicode to mapped to get the appropriate emotion
keywords. Selection threshold p and iteration step limit I are considered as inputs for the algorithm.
The input review {d} is divided to form subsets nothing but divide the reviews in to set of sentences 𝑋 = {𝑥1,
𝑥2... 𝑥𝑀}. From these subsets special characters, unwanted symbols and spaces are deleted. The matching keyword in
the subset X are discovered and mapped with the AFFIN List to get polarity value for that keyword and store in
temporary variable. After matching each keyword in a sentence the polarity value is summed up and simultaneously
maintaining the count variable for each category for a sentence which as Very Negative (VN), Negative (N), Positive (P)
and Very Positive (P).
This procedure is carried out until no review is left behind i.e., the above procedure is looped till the n th review.
And to orient a movie maximum value (mVal) of VN, N, P, VP is determined. If the value mVal is lying between VP and
P then a review is treated as positive (+), similarly, a review is oriented as negative (-) if the mVal is lying between VN
and N. To check for neutral reviews we are summing up the count variable for VP, P, N, and VN. If the obtained sum is
zero then a review is neutral. Finally, each category (+, - and |) for loaded number of reviews are converted into
percentage (%) for understanding purpose. To get overall rating for a loaded n number of movie review(s) the
international movie database standards is maintained in the work, where the overall rating is made in the scale of 10. The
overall rating for a movie is calculated using the formula

V. ANALYSIS
5.1 Dataset and Preprocessing
The dataset is considered is a collection of movie reviews related to various languages.
Preprocessing steps are followed in the review collected
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1) Read the review collected; 2) Review is divided into subsets and corpus occurrence; 3) Converting words into
lower cases; 4) removing punctuations, stop words, stripping whitespaces.
Here in the following Fig 5.1 is an example sample review for an English movie „The Mask‟ which contains
punctuations, stop words. This has to be considered for preprocessing.

Fig. 5.1 Sample Review before Pre-processing
The Fig 5.2 shows the same review after preprocessing; removing stop words, punctuations and all the
characters in the review are converted to lower case.

Fig. 5.2 Sample Review after Preprocessing
5.2 Smiley Emotion Identification
In the work there are 35 types of smiley are used for reviews in turn 35 Unicode could be mapped with reference
to AFFIN List. Sometimes same type of smiley‟s are used for reviewing a movie for example consider a smiley,
the
Unicode for this smiley is U1F60B, when we match this smiley into normal English word it will be „delicious‟ but on the
same time it can be „crazy‟ too. So when we refer a keyword either delicious or crazy the polarity value for both the
keywords will be same.
5.3 Sentiment Score Calculation
Once the reviews are cleaned and transformed into system favorable conditions the sentiment score will be
calculated using counter variables for each category which are Positive Count (+c), Negative Count (-c) and (|c)Neutral
Count is converted into percentage.
Fig. 5.3 shows sentiment score obtained for a Kannada movie Ulidavaru Kandante (As seen by the rest) on
loading 100 reviews.

Fig 5.3 Sentiment Score for Kannada Movie Ulidavaru Kandante (As Seen by the Rest)
The system simultaneously will plot a 3DScatterPlot for Positive, Negative and Neutral Factors depending on
the number of reviews loaded. Fig 5.4 shows a 3DScatterPlot for above experiment.
Similarly the above experiment is continued to get 2D Scatter Plot for Positive and Negative factors where Fig.
5.5 (a) plotted against Positive Factor Vs Negative Factor and performed Average Negative Factor which average
possibility of getting negative factors on loading certain number of reviews.
Fig. 5.5 (b) plotted against Positive Factor Vs Negative Factor and performed Linear Regression for Negative
Factor on Positive Factor which shows the amount of dependency between positive factor and negative factor.

Fig 5.4 3D-ScatterPlot for Kannada Movie Ulidavaru Kandante (As Seen by the Rest)
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Fig 5.5 (a) Scatter Plot of Average Negative Factor for Kannada Movie Ulidavaru Kandante (As Seen by the Rest)

Fig 5.5 (b) Scatter Plot of Linear Regression for a Kannada Movie Ulidavaru Kandante (As Seen by the Rest)
Similarly, for the above experiment the wordcloud is also plotted and shown below.

Fig 5.6 WordCloud for Kannada Movie Ulidavaru Kandante (As Seen by the Rest)
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Finally on calculating the overall rating and comment on movie is shown below in Fig5.11.

Fig. 5.11 Overall Rating for Kannada Movie Ulidavru Kandante (As Seen by the Rest)
I also compared the overall rating for a movie Ulidavaru Kandanthe with IMDb; and it is found that the obtained
result using Naïve Bayes Classifier for Smiley Based Opinion is achieving accuracy ≈ 98.85%.

Fig 5.12 International Movie Database (IMDb) rating for Kannada Movie Ulidavaru Kandanthe (As Seen by the Rest)
VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
In the work “Sentiment Orientation of Smiley Based Opinion with Keywords for the Movie Reviews” focuses
on analyzing the overall rating for a movie automatically. The dataset considered is movie reviews. In future, the work
can be extended to other domains with different set of aspect keywords and also for movie review dataset the other
parameters defining feature of a movie can also be considered. The work can be extended to get overall rating for each
aspects of a movie. And the overall rating and auto commenting can be enhanced using any hybrid sentimental analysis
algorithm.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, a new unified generative Naïve Bayes Classifier for Smiley Based Reviews is proposed and tested.
A Naïve Bayes Classifier explores the methodology to extract the exact overall rating for a movie based on the keywords
used in the review written by users/audience for the dataset of movie reviews of various languages. In addition an overall
rating which describes whether a movie satisfies audience expectations or not is also provided.
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